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Extension Service Téaches

Its Classroom Is the Farm Field and

Farm Home of Arizona's Agriculture

By Chas. U. Pickrell

Although operating largely off the
campus, the Agricultural Extension
Service is a definite part of the Col-
lege of Agriculture of the University
of Arizona. While it may not be
classed as an academic exercise, it is
teaching in the broadest sense of the
word. The Extension Service class-
room is the farm field and the farm
home. It converts research results
into farm practice.

The Extension Program is based on
the philosophy of people helping
themselves. One of its principal les-
sons is that of expanding welfare and
happiness of rural people through lo-
cal leadership, by means of doing,
showing, and demonstrating. All pro-
grams are set up on a county basis.
The County Agent's office is the center

of all Extension activities. The entire
effort of the State Staff is directed to-
ward assisting the programs in the
various counties of the state.

The Extension program divides
quite distinctly into three phases. The
first, that with men; the second, with
women; and the third, dealing with
programs of interest to youth.

The problems of production are of
chief interest to farm men and are
becoming more numerous as well as
more complex. Rural women are
gaining a broader concept of the re-
sponsibilities as citizens. They are
increasingly concerned with com-
munity health problems, schools, li-
braries, recreational facilities, and oth-
er phases of community welfare which
develop a continually increasing de-
mand for aid in family problems.

Learning by doing has character-
ized the extension educational pro-
grams for rural youth from the begin-

Right in the field is the Extension Service classroom. Below, Farmer E. L. Larson
(left) of Snowflake studies potato- disease problems with James C. Armer, county agri-
cultural agent for Navajo County.

ning. This work was first known as
boys and girls club work and has
later become identified as 4 -H Club
work, the four H's being the initials of
their pledge "My HEAD to clearer
thinking, my HEART to greater loy-
alty, my HANDS to greater service,
my HEALTH to greater living for my
club, my community, and my country."

This program for boys and girls
ranging from 10 to 21 years of age has
caught the imagination of the Ameri-
can people. The program here con-
sists of activities corresponding with
the adult programs in both agricul-
ture and home economics.

How did the Extension Service
come to be? Answering that question,
requires a brief glimpse into the early
history of education.

The American educational system
started with public schools about 185
years ago. Agriculture traces its edu-
cational advance to the founding of
the Land Grant College system 100
years later, in 1862.

first the Land Grant institutions
were equipped only for teaching. The
first task was to build a body of
scientific information regarding soils,
crops, and livestock production avail-
able to students attending. The need
for this information prompted, some
25 years later, Federal and State leg-

(Continued on Page 8)
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Sprinkler Irrigation

Portable Systems

Are Now Available

By W. W. Hinz

Irrigation by sprinkling has be-
come an important method of apply-
ing water in many states. The first
sprinkler irrigation systems were used
in nurseries or on small tracts growing
specialized truck crops. These early
systems were permanent installations
and quite costly. When quick -coup-
lings and lightweight steel pipe were
introduced in 1930, portable systems
came into use. Since the war, alum-
inum tubing has become available
and is replacing the steel pipe because
of its lighter weight.

A portable sprinkler system is so
classified because all or a major part
of the sprinkling equipment can be
moved from one location to another.
Oftentimes a stationary pumping unit
and stationary mainlines are em-
ployed. A field having suitable
ditches along one side or through the
center may require only a portable
pumping unit and one or more sprink-
ler laterals. The entire unit is moved
along the ditch at prescribed inter-
vals ( usually 60 feet ) . Pumps mount-
ed on tractors have been used for this
type of operation in some places.

Laterals consist of lightweight tub-
ing from 2" to 6" in diameter con-
nected with flexible quick couplings.
The tubing is ordinarily in 20 -foot
lengths and rotating sprinklers are
usually spaced at 20- or 40 -foot inter-
vals along the lateral line. Perforated
pipelines are sometimes employed as
laterals but can only be used success-
fully on extremely pervious soils since
their minimum rate of water applica-
tion is one inch per hour. Many soils
will not take more than one -third of
an inch in an hour without puddling.
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An interest in sprinkling is being
exhibited in Arizona at present. Sev-
eral systems are in use on a number
of different crops including alfalfa,
pasture grasses, cotton, dwarf milo,
sugar beets and flax. The Bureau of
Reclamation is conducting sprinkler
experiments on the Yuma Mesa pro-
ject to determine if sprinkling is feas-
ible there. The extremely sandy soil
on the Mesa makes irrigation by sur-
face methods difficult and wasteful.

Sprinkler irrigation has found its
widest application on lands that are
not well adapted to surface irrigation
methods, on rough lands that require
much leveling, or in areas where only
a supplemental water supply is re-
quired. Steep lands that are easily
eroded cannot be satisfactorily irrigat-
ed by furrows or flooding. Thousands
of tons of rich topsoil have been car-
ried away with the waste water from
irrigated fields.

Wind has a decided effect on the
distribution pattern of a sprinkler.
High wind velocities carry away much
of the fine spray and the advisability
of any sprinkling in very windy areas
must be questioned. The Agricultural
Engineering Department of the Uni-
versity of Arizona is now making a
study of evaporation losses and wind
effect.

A disadvantage of sprinkling that
will be of concern here is the relative-
ly small head of water that must be
used for economical operation. In
order to keep equipment costs at a
minimum it is necessary to use small
quantities of water almost continuous-
ly. A pumping plant operating on a
half -time basis must be twice as large
as that required on a continuous -use
basis if the same quantity of water is
to be delivered.

Equipment costs will vary with field
arrangements and the pipe layout to
be used, but the cost per acre will be
lower on the larger acreages. The ay-

On the cover is shown a portable sprink-
ling system on the University farm near
Tucson.

Evaporation losses and wind effects are
being studied by the Agricultural Engi-
neering Department.

erage cost will be about $75.00 per
acre. A system for 10 acres may cost
as much as $150 per acre and a system
for 160 acres may not exceed $50 per
acre.

Cost of operation is dependent upon
a number of things, including pressure
to be used, elevation of land above
the water source, acre -feet of water to
be pumped, and the cost of fuel. With
operating pressures of 30 to 40 pounds
per square inch, power costs will be
somewhere around $1.50 per acre -foot
pumped, assuming an overall pumping
efficiency of 50% and shallow well
lifts.

Labor cost is variable depending
upon the way the system is to be oper-
ated. It is thought that labor cost in
moving pipe can be kept down by ap-
plying water slowly and moving the
laterals only two or three times per
day. In this way the pipe moving can
be handled as a chore. If water . is
applied rapidly and moves made every
few hours it will probably be neces-
sary to plan the pipe- moving opera-
tion as a full -time job. One . man can
change a quarter -mile of lateral pipe
in about one hour.

Before purchasing a sprinkler sys-
tem, carefully weigh all advantages
and disadvantages, contact others who
have had some experience with this
method of irrigation if possible, and
make an estimate of the costs involved
or get some qualified person to do so.

W. W. Hinz is Assistant Professor
of Agricultural Engineering.



Frost Protection
For Arizona?

Problem of Heating Citrus Orchards

Is Under Study in Salt River Valley

By Robert N. I- Iilgeman

Freezes during the past two winters
destroyed an estimated 700,000 boxes
of Valencia oranges 75 per cent of
the Arizona crop. This means an eco-
nomic loss to the industry of about
31/3 million dollars. During this pe-
riod California orange and lemon
growers saved a large percentage of
their crop through frost -protection
methods. One of the reasons orchard
heaters and wind machines have not
been used in Arizona is that growers
have thought a "ceiling" does not ex-
ist here.

Figure 1. U. S. Weather Bureau equip-
ment mounted on 50 -foot tower, to study
temperature inversion.

A ceiling, or temperature inversion
as it is technically known, occurs in
the following manner. During the
day the radiant heat from the sun
warms the earth,. which in turn warms
the air directly in contact with it.
This warm air, being lighter, rises and
is replaced by more cold air which
is warmed, thus setting up small cur-
rents which gradually warm the air
to elevations of 300 to 1800 feet.

After sunset, the earth loses heat by
radiation to the sky and the soil be-
comes colder. The air in contact with
the soil also becomes colder. Since
cold air is heavier than warm air, a
layer of cold air is gradually built up,
so that an inversion of temperature
takes place.

To study this phenomena under
Arizona conditions, official Weather
Bureau equipment and thermographs
were installed at different elevations
on a fifty -foot tower ( Figure 1 ) . Be-
tween November 1938 and April 1945
records were obtained through the co-
operation of Carlos and Glynn Stan -
nard at their grove on Chicago Ave-
nue at the Arizona Canal. In 1945
the tower was moved to the University
of Arizona Citrus Experiment Station
on Highline Drive near Baseline Road
where records are obtained at present.

Experience in the Salt River Valley
has indicated that damage to oranges
does not occur until air temperatures
drop to at least 26°.

At the Stannard Ranch on 28 nights,
the average inversion between 5 feet
and 50 feet was 9.7°; a maximum of
17° and a minimum of 7° indicates
the range. A temperature gradient
existed so that at the 20 foot level an
inversion of 4.6° occured.

The data from the Citrus Experi-

ment Station are somewhat different.
The winters of 1946 -47, 1947 -48 and
1948 -49 were much colder than any
between 1938 -45 so 66 nights were
available for study. The average 5 to
20 and 5 to 50 foot inversions were
respectively 4.9° and 6.9°. A maxi-
mum inversion of 12° and a minimum
of 2° were recorded. In all cases
temperatures were higher at 50 feet
than at 5 feet.

Observations from thermometers on
captive balloons indicate that several
degrees more inversion occurs at ele-
vations of 300 to 500 feet.

In the freeze of January 3 -6, 1949,
a cold mass of air moved into the
valley so that day temperatures were
low and inversion was less than aver-
age. Thermograph traces of the two
coldest nights shown in Figure 2 il-
lustrate several typical inversion fea-
tures.

First, maximum inversion occurs
early in the evening.

Second, winds mix the upper air
with the lower air causing sharp raises
in lower air temperature. This is
shown on Janary 3 -4 by increases in
temperature between 8 and 11 P.M.
and between 2 and 6 A.M.

Third, the minimum temperature
for the night at 50 feet usually occurs
1 to 2 hours prior to the minimum at
the 5 foot level.

Fourth, inversion is greater on calm
nights. On January 4 -5 air movement
was less than during the previous
night. With less mixing of air, greater
inversion occured throughout the
major part of the night. This mixing
of the warmer upper air with the
colder ground air appears to be one
of the major factors producing the
differences in temperature observed
in different parts of the valley on cold
nights.

(Continued on Page 8)
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Figure 2. Thermograph traces obtained
during the January 3 -6, 1949, freeze.
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Study Growth Patterns
Physical Development of Southern

Arizona Girls Checked During Tests

By Ethel M. Thompson

The rate at which we "burn up" the
food we eat to keep us warm, provide
us with energy and permit us to grow,
is surprisingly of special interest to
those of us living in the southwest.
This rate to which I refer is the min-
imum which exists when we are at
complete rest with no voluntary ac-
tivity. Evidence is now accumulat-
ing which leads us to believe that this
rate, known as basal metabolism, is
considerably lower in warm climates
than in cold.

Standards by which to compare
metabolic rate of an individual have
been established using healthy people
living in the northern and eastern
parts of this country. When used in
southern sections of California, Flori-
da, and Arizona, these standards have
all proved, in varying degree, to be
too high. It is therefore of clinical
and scientific interest that this rate be
determined in control groups living in
this region, thus establishing a reliable
standard.

In the nutrition laboratory of the
School of Home Economics we have
determined the basal metabolism of a
large group of Tucson high school and
college girls between 12 and 23 years
of age. In adolescence at 12 and 13
years of age, the basal metabolism was
found to increase to a peak at about
the same level as in girls of the same
age living in the north. But, as the
girls approached 18 years of age, it
dropped sharply to a low level. This
diminishing rate was shown to have a
statistically highly significant negative
correlation with age.

Between 18 and 23 years of age,
basal metabolism was maintained at a
constant level; there being no signifi-
cant differences between the years.
When the 18 -year -old level was com-
pared with that of the same age of
similar subjects in several other states
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located throughout the middle west,
a diminishing trend in rate was ob-
served with increasing mean annual
temperature.

It is unfortunate but true that in
adulthood when basal rate diminishes
and appetite and activity remain the
same, weight increases. It is import-
ant therefore to recognize that after
adulthood is reached, especially in
women, any increase in weight may
be regarded as one warning that basal
rate is lower than is to be desired.

Of special interest during the
younger adolescent years is the
marked increase in metabolic rate
hence in growth which occurs at
this age. Today we have the new de-
vice of Wetzel which measures in-
crease in body size by use of the two
body measurements, height and
weight. Increase in body size during
growth is conveniently expressed in
terms of so- called "developmental lev-
els" which are identified by increasing
numbers from birth to attainment of
full growth.

In midwestern states, of several
hundred children studied by Wetzel,
67% were 12.0 years of age or less by
the time they had reached the devel-
opmental level or "d.l." of 105, and
13.0 years of age or less when they
reached the d.l. of 118. Of this 67 %,
2% were only 8.8 years of age or less
at a d.l. of 105 and 10.1 years of age
or less at a d.l. of 118; 82% of the en-
tire group were 13.2 years of age or
less at a d.l. of 105 and 14.1 years of
age or less at a d.l. of 118; 98% were
14.6 years of age or less at a d.l. of
105 and 15.5 years of age or less at a
d.l. of 118. It was established in this
control group that as long as the child
continued to be healthy, he followed
the age schedule of growth with which

5. A4- A2- A1- M -B1 -B2 Types of physique
with same developmental level and about
the same basal metabolism. All types of
physique may be represented in a group
having the same developmental level and
basal metabolism.

(Continued on Page 8)

1. A4 Type of
developmental level.
and stocky.

physique with increasing
This group is obese

2. M Type of physique with increasing
developmental level. "Miss Americas" fall
into M -Bi types. M -B1-B2 are the types
most representative of the Arizona girls.

3. Bi Type of physique with increasing
developmental level. Professional models
fall in Bi -B2 types because clothes hang
better on a thin frame.

4. B2 Type of physique with increasing
developmental level. This is the thin
group which should be closely watched.



Farmers learn the latest at the field day at the Mesa Experiment Farm.

Experiment Farms
Run Practical Tests

Cultural Practices

Tried On Stations

By D. C. Aepli

In 1891 the University of Arizona
Agricultural Experiment Station at
Tucson established the Phoenix Ex-
periment Farm about four miles west
of Phoenix. Here experiments were
conducted with dates, deciduous
fruits, vegetables, small grains, flax,
alfalfa, corn and sorghums. One of
the most important tests during those
days was a sheep crossbreeding ex-
periment.

In 1903 a date orchard was started
on the Base Line Road south of Tem-
pe. As land developed in the Salt
River, Yuma, and Tucson areas, new
stations were started at Mesa, Tucson
and Yuma.

In 1915 because of insufficient acre-

age at the Phoenix Station, a new
farm of 160 acres was purchased ad-
jacent to Mesa. Since its establish-
ment, valuable results have been ob-
tained and many new crops started
which the farmers are growing with
success. Many new phases of farm-
ing have developed on this farm such
as the proper use of water, fertilizers,
soil preparation and crop dusting.

After years of research with the
processing of dates at the Tempe
Farm and with the purchase of addi-
tional land in 1922, it was decided in
1940 that some of the land could be
used to a better advantage for vege-
table breeding, particularly with can-
taloupes, lettuce, and production of
vegetable seeds. This Station is now
known as the Salt River Vegetable Re-
search Farm.

A date orchard was set out in the
Yuma Valley in 1905 and additional
land was acquired in 1922 for research
in Agronomy and Horticulture. Still
more land was needed and this farm

was traded for a larger acreage farther
down in the Yuma Valley in 1930. On
this farm, tests were conducted with
dates, pecans, vegetables and field
crops. Back in 1920 a citrus planting
was made on the Yuma Mesa because
of a new area being opened up for
citrus growing. Many valuable ex-
periments with citrus have been con-
ducted. Another new area was opened
up on the Yuma Mesa in 1937 known
as the Gila Project. A Station was
established adjoining the Citrus Farm
in 1937 for research in Horticultural
plantings as well as field crops suit-
able for this area.

The first Sub -station adjacent to the
Experimental Station at Tucson,
known as the Dairy and Animal Hus-
bandry Farm, was started in 1909.
Later the Agronomy Department es-
tablished many small tests with field
crops and still later Horticultural
plantings were made. Because this
Station is located near the College of
Agriculture it is used for class work.
A second farm on the Casa Grande
Highway adjacent to Tucson was giv-
en to the University in 1924. This
farm was primarily devoted to testing
field crops for the Tucson area; also
additional feeds are grown which are
used by the Dairy and Animal Hus-
bandry Departments.

In 1943 a group of citrus growers
gave the University of Arizona a forty -
acre tract of citrus South of Tempe.
two miles West of the Salt River Val-
ley Vegetable Research Farm on Base
Line Road and a quarter of a mile
North. The growers asked that re-
search be done to assist in solving the
problems of growing citrus in the Salt
River Valley. Tests on the proper use
of water, fertilizers, budding, and
weed control are now being made.

Graham County made a request for
an Experimental Farm at Safford in
1945. This farm was actually started
in 1946. Many problems are arising
in that community and it is hoped that
these can be solved in the near future.

As the various Stations developed
and began showing results, the farm-
ers in each community were called in
to "Farmers Field Day." Crops were
inspected and the results of the year's
work were given out to those in at-
tendance.

D. C. Aepli is General Superin-
tendent of Farms.
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They Learn to Teach
' Arizona s Farmers
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Agricultural Teachers

Get Actual Experience

By R. W. Cline

Early last month more than five
hundred farm and ranch youths en-
rolled as freshmen in twenty -two de-
partments of vocational agriculture in
Arizona. Since this cource is not a
required subject, these young men se-
lected agriculture because they are
interested in farming and related oc-
cupations. The extent to which this
interest is maintained and used in the
school program depends to a large ex-
tent upon the teacher of agriculture,
or advisor as he is commonly known to
the boys.

Several of Arizona's high school ag-
riculture teachers have recently com-
pleted twenty -five years of instruction.
Such periods of service indicate the
scope of the teachers' influence in
communities served by departments
of vocational agriculture.

In Arizona, as in other states, the
preparation of teachers of vocational
agriculture is a responsibility of the
state college of agriculture. At the
University of Arizona the teacher -edu-
cation program includes the selection
of trainees, the teaching of college
courses, and in- service training on the
job.

The old adage "Great teachers are
born not made" emphasizes the need
for careful selection of those who en-
ter this field of public service. The
selection process usually begins in
high school, where we look for young
men with adequate scholastic ability,
farm experience, personality and lead-
ership qualities, and a desire to work
with rural people.

Local chapter activities of The Fu-
ture Farmers of America provide a
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splendid training and screening pro-
gram for the qualities needed by suc-
cessful teachers of agriculture. The
leaders in the F.F.A. organization
have learned to farm efficiently, to
study and think effectively, to manage
their time and money, speak in public,
conduct meetings, direct committees,
and to work cooperatively in a broad
range of projects for self- improve-
ment and community service. It is
therefore not surprising that about 80
per cent of the trainees enrolled for
Agricultural Education in the Uni-
versity at present are `former chapter,
state and national leaders in the
F.F.A.

Upon entering college, a continuous
guidance service is available to pros-
pective teachers. Prior to the junior
year, each trainee takes a battery of
special tests. The test data along
with other information are used as a
basis for counseling throughout the

student's college career. As an extra
curricular activity the students have
their own organization for the pur-
pose of developing certain personal
and professional abilities not included
in the content of regular college
courses.

The teacher of vocational agricul-
ture must be prepared to teach all
phases of agriculture to high school
students, young farmers, and adults
in his community. Each of the thir-
teen departments in the College of
Agriculture therefore, serves an es-
sential need in educating a teacher for
his job.

Teachers tend to teach the way
they were taught. In the teacher -edu-
cation courses, trainees observe and
teach under the supervision of super-
ior teachers in selected high schools.
The prospective teachers live in the
community for a period of eight to
ten weeks where they learn through
directed experience under normal
school conditions. A part of this work
comes in the summer and during the
first weeks of high -school classes, prior
to the trainee's senior year in college.

Graduation with the bachelor de-
gree and entrance upon a teaching po-
sition are only the beginning of the

(Continued on Page 8)

Two prospective teachers of agriculture learn about the operation of an F. F. A.
farm machinery cooperative from Dan J. Chavez, teacher of vocational agriculture at
Tolleson High School. From the left: Charles S. Finley, Tucson; Byron C. Forsyth,
Willcox; Chavez; and Quentin Tolby, high school student and manager of the machinery
cooperative. The F. F. A. members own the tractor and other necessary equipment for
conducting their farming programs in vocational agriculture.



Frost Protection
For Arizona?

(Continued from Page 4)

Fifth, the duration of low tempera-
tures is less at 50 feet than at 5 feet.
On January 3 -4 there were 11 hours
below 26° at 5 feet and 31/2 hours at
50 feet. On the next night a greater
difference existed with 13 hours and
1 hour respectively.

These studies indicate that temper-
ature inversion in the Salt River Val-
ley is sufficient to provide favorable
conditions for the use of frost- protec-
tion devises. Inversion appears to be
similar to that which occurs in many
areas in California where orchard
heating is practiced. From the me-
teorological viewpoint, heating can be
accomplished here. The economic
aspects of heating, however, involve
many other factors which should be
carefully considered by the growers.

-Robert H. Hilgeman is Associate
Horticulturist.

They Learn to Teach
Arizona's Farmers

(Continued from Page 7)

education of a successful teacher of
agriculture. The findings of research
in agriculture and the development of
new practices in teaching require con-
tinuous study on the part of the pro-
gressive teacher.

To teachers on the job, the College
of Agriculture offers the following
services : assistance through individual
and group conferences conducted
throughout the state, bulletins and
other teaching aids for teachers and
their students, and special summer -
school short courses to meet the spe-
cific needs of Arizona teachers.

The graduate short courses are ar-
ranged to enable teachers to pursue a
continuous program of advanced
study even though their work is a

year- around job. In recent years, a
total of nineteen different short cours-
es have been offered by various de-
ments in the College. Each summer
about half of the teachers in the state
enroll for these courses.

R. W. Cline is head of the De-
partment of Agriculture and Home
Economics Education.

Extension Service
Teaches in Field

(Continued from Page 2)

islation establishing research divisions
in the Land Grant Colleges, known as
Experiment Stations.

Although the first incentive for re-
search in agriculture in these institu-
tions was for student use, it soon be-
came evident that results of agricul-
tural research would be of great value
to farmers if the information could be
applied. In this movement to reach
farm people there developed a plan in
the field of education known as farm-
ers' institutes.

A system of printing and mailiing
bulletins to farmers was also set up,
but both of these efforts were unsuc-
cessful in that neither contained a
process to bring about the application
of this research information to the
farm. Farmers attended the institutes
and read the bulletins, but a link in
the educational process was missing.
People learn by seeing - by doing.
Someone conceived the idea of the
demonstration method, in some re-
spects resembling the methods used
in teaching the natural sciences.

The idea also included a provision
for the demonstration system to be
operated by a teaching division of the
Land Grant College consisting of
teachers living with the farm people

knowing them and their problems.
So, there came into being in 1914 un-
der the Smith Lever Act the Agricul-
tural Extension Service, a third divi-
sion of each of the forty -eight Land
Grant Colleges.

Without local volunteer leaders the
Extension Service could not function
as it does. In fact, Extension's wide-
spread unpaid local leaders and co-
operators are a unique contribution to
this field of education.

The Extension system has been test-
ed and revised through two world
wars and the peace following these
wars. It has adjusted its programs to
periods of boom and depression. To-
day it touches a high percentage of
the homes and farms in rural Arizona.

The work of the Extension Service
can be expected to change to meet
the new problems of homemaking and
of agricultural production, involving
new crops, new insects, new diseases,
and probably new weeds.

The chief objective of the entire

Growth Patterns
Are Studied

(Continued from Page 5)

he became identified. Any deviation
even for a month or two was cause of
examination.

A group of 61 girls, 12 and 13 years
of age living in southern Arizona most
of their lives but living at the time in
one school district in Tucson, was
studied last year by Mrs. Elizabeth B.
Hurley, graduate student. Instead of
the above rate of advance she found
23% of her cases following the 2% age
schedule ( as shown on page 5 ), 84%
following the 67% schedule, and 100%
the 82% schedule. None was in the
98% or retarded schedule.

These girls were classified also into
9 general body types of physique re-
ferred to, respectively, as A4-A3-A2 -A1-

M- B1- B2-B3 -B4; A.1 representing the
very fat, B4 the very thin, and M the
average type. ( See photos, page 5) .
Of the Tucson group, fewer cases
were classified as being types A4 to A2
than those of the midwestern group
with more being B1 to B3. With this
trend to the slender type, together
with advanced age schedules of
growth, more of the girls are expected
to reach the taller statures at adult-
hood if they continue to conform to
the age schedules of the northern
girls. However the Arizona schedules
may be somewhat modified by the
fact that in post -adolescence, of the
two groups, the Arizona girls show the
greater drop in metabolic rate. It is
of interest also that 82% of these 12-
and 13-year -old girls had made, at
the time of the study, 90% or more of
their predicted full growth.

Continued observation of the girls
studied by Mrs. Hurley to cessation of
growth will give us the full picture.
We should know then to what extent
this marked acceleration in growth in
preadolescence is characteristic of
postadolescence resulting in the high-
er statures of adulthood.

-Ethel M. Thompson is Professor
of Nutrition in Home Economics.

Extension Staff is that the County
Agent's office will continue to help
local farm people to meet their prob-
lems of agriculture.

-Chas. U. Pickrell is Director of
the Agricultural Extension Service.
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